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Prologue

�have been interested in the Alternate Earth setting for many
years and was disappointed that the original edition of
RuneQuest only had two Alternate Earth supplements - Vikings

and Land of Ninja. Then Mongoose brought out their version of
RuneQuest and Alephtar Games brought out Stupor Mundi, a game
set in Medieval Europe during the time of Frederick II, Holy Roman
Emperor. I liked it but felt that the setting wasn't quite right for me. It
had a European flavour, mainly because the author is Italian and
liked the history of this Emperor. But, I wanted a more traditional
British setting where I could mess about with the Crusades and
Robin Hood. So, in the spirit of all fanboys everywhere, I thought, "I
could do this", especially as I have been complaining about the lack
of Alternate Earth supplements for years.

What is Merrie England about? It is semi-historical in that it is
set in the reigns of Henry II, Richard I and John I of England, but
where historical accuracy conflicts with literary tradition, I have gone
with the literary tradition. So, Robin Hood exists, Good King Richard
was a good kind and Bad King John was a bad king. Where I
couldn't find the facts I have made things up. 

Why the Age of Eleanor? Queen Eleanor was perhaps the most
influential woman of this period. Wife of two Kings, mother of two
more, she was a Crusader, organised rebellions against her husband,
supported her sons in civil wars, scandalised at least two courts,
established a virtual Camelot of courtly love and probably helped
changed the face of knighthood onto a chivalric organisation rather
than a fractious bunch of robber barons. 

In memory of her noble deeds.

�his book covers roleplaying in medieval Britain and Europe of
the12th and 13th Century, using the RuneQuest rule system. It
is a companion piece to Stupor Mundi, which is set during the

13th Century, but covers a different area of Europe. However, it is quite
possible to use elements of Merrie England in Stupor Mundi and vice
versa.

Why the Age of Eleanor?

Stupor Mundi covered the age of Frederick II Hohenstaufen, Holy
Roman Emperor and Stupor Mundi who stood astride his world like a
colossus. Merrie England covers the Age of Eleanor, the life and times of
Eleanor of Aquitaine, wife of Louis VII of France and Henry II of
England, mother of Kings Richard I and John I of England. Not only
that, she was involved in affairs of state throughout her life, being an
heiress and ruler of her own lands and supporter of her husband and
sons in wars and dynastic quarrels.

Why Merrie England?

Throughout most of the reigns of Henry II, Richard I and John I,
England was not involved in major wars with Wales, Scotland or Ireland,
one of the few periods in Medieval English history where that was the
case. The court was full of the stories of Chivalry and Courtly Love and
the Knights and Barons held high ideals. Entertainers travelled the land
and sang songs and ballads, many of which are still alive today in the
songbooks of English Folk Music. The curse of the Black Death had not
laid its deadly hand upon England and the land was not rent with warfare
and bloodshed.

Scenario Hooks
Scattered throughout this supplement are small Scenario Hooks, ideas

for scenarios in Boxes such as this one. These are meant to inspire GMs

to write their own scenarios or for players to develop their PCs'

characters. These hooks are not as detailed as cameos and certainly not

as complete as a fully-fledged scenario but should be enough to spawn

new ideas.

Ballads

Medieval ballads are a constant source
of inspiration for this period. Folk Songs
bring alive the lives of simple peasants,
nobles, magicians and fairies. Some
quotes from medieval ballads and folk
songs will be scattered throughout for
added flavour. 

Rules Used
In order to use Merrie England you will need a copy of the

RuneQuest rules, available from Mongoose Publishing. We also
recommend that you own the following RuneQuest supplements:
RuneQuest Gamesmaster's Guide, RuneQuest Spellbook and RuneQuest
Cults, Guilds and Factions, all available from Mongoose Publishing.

At the time Merrie England is going to the printer, a new edition of
RuneQuest is being produced by Mongoose Publishing. The author and
editors have done their best to ensure that this book is compatible with
both editions of the rules.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Enchanter/Enchantress

The character has learned how to use his magical talent to bend others
to his will. He is a charming creature and desires to rule and to exert
influence over the powerful.

Basic Skills: Influence +20%, Perception +10%

Advanced Skills: Sorcery Spell

Pick One: Language (Any), Lore (Any), Manipulation (any), another Sorcery

Spell, Streetwise, Survival

Starting Money: 4D6d 

Friar

Friars are wandering men of God, travelling around the country and
doing good deeds. 

Basic Skills: Influence +10%, Persistence + 10%, Sing +5%,

Resilience+5%

Advanced Skills: Bless
Pick One: Craft (Any), Literacy (Latin), Oratory, Language (Other)

Starting Money: 1D6d 

Healer/Physician

Dedicated to the healing of the wounded and sick, a healer may use his
Lore (Medicine) to make healing salves, poultices and other medicinal aids.

Basic Skills: First Aid +20%, Lore (Regional) +10%, Perception or Insight

+10%

Advanced Skills: Healing

Starting Money: 3D6d 

Jester

A jester was an entertainer, a clown, fool and juggler. Jesters often
entertained at court but many travelled around, living by their wits.

Basic Skills: Influence + 10%, Insight + 10%, Perception + 10%, Sleight +

10%

Advanced Skills:

Pick One: Artistic Expression, Disguise, Acrobatics

Starting Money: 1D6d 

Knight

The elite of the military forces, a Knight is a mounted warrior, chivalric
and brave, noble and deadly. 

Basic Skills: Athletics +5%, Influence +5%, Riding +10%,

1H Sword +10%, Spear +10%

Advanced Skills:

Pick One: Courtesy, Oratory, Play (Instrument)

Starting Money: 1D6x12d 

Leech

Named for their reliance upon the leech, a Leech is a type of medical
professional that uses the disgusting creatures from which they are named to
cure patients of any disease imaginable. Many Physicians look down upon
Leeches, treating the Leech as if he were an uneducated fool depending on
ancient, superstitious practices, but the ability for a Leech to cure those around
him leaves the Leech with little fear that he will not always have patients
seeking his care.

Basic Skills: First Aid +20%

Advanced Skills: Healing, Lore (Leech), Survival

Starting Money: 2D6d 

Lord

A Lord is a ruler of men, one of the noble classes, perhaps a minor baron,
a bishop or a mighty Duke or King.

Basic Skills: Influence +10%, Persistence +10%, Riding +10%, 1H Sword

+10%

Advanced Skills:

Pick One: Courtesy, Falconry (see Stupor Mundi), Oratory

Starting Money: 2D6x12d 

Minstrel

A Minstrel is an entertainer, a player of music and singer of songs. He
differs from a bard in that bards tell stories and a minstrel sings songs.

Basic Skills: Influence + 10%, Insight +5%, Perception + 5%, Sing + 10%

Advanced Skills: Play (instrument)

Pick One: Artistic Expression, Courtesy, Oratory, Language (other), Lore (any)

Starting Money: 2D6d 

M e r r i e  E n g l a n d  • T H E A G E O F E L E A N O R
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Vows
Characters in Merrie England do not have a Pact skill, but use

their Piety skill in all situations that would normally require a Pact
skill test. Moreover, they do not dedicate POW to a Pact, an action
that is reserved to demon worshippers, but take Vows that channel
their spirituality towards Transcendence. In game terms, however,
the result is the same: for every POW invested in Vows, a character
can learn and store one Blessing, and his maximum Magic Point total
is decreased by one to represent his spiritual commitment to intense
daily meditation and his decreased capability to use blasphemous
magic. Thus the maximum POW investment in Vows is limited to a
character's total POW characteristic.

Vows, however, are not mere game artefacts and represent a
strict discipline to which the clergyman must adhere or difficult
quests, usually pilgrimages or Crusades, that he must accept to
undertake. Only the most holy men can devote the totality of their
souls to Transcendence, whereas the common worshipper is usually
limited to a fraction of it.

Breaking a Vow results in immediate loss of Piety and a
temporary or even, at the Games Master's option, permanent
reduction of the available amount of Blessings.

The Vow tabl shows the main vows that a character in Merrie
England can take, the POW that they can dedicate to Blessings and
the clergyman positions that usually allow a character to take that
kind of vow.

Note that where Templar is stated, Game Masters may substitute any
member of a militant religious order, such as the Knights Hospitaller, or
the Teutonic Knights. Monks, Priors and Abbots also include their female
equivalents. Only Archbishops and the Pope can declare a Crusade, while
in Islam almost all high-ranking clergymen can declare a Jihad. Note that

if one of these clergymen declares a Crusade or Jihad and nobody goes to
fight it – or the Crusaders do not reach the battlefield, something that
actually happened in history – the POW is not gained but lost!

Positions in italics mark the fact that a character should take that
particular vow upon reaching that position. Thus, friars, nuns, monks and
knight-friars should take the three monastic vows as soon as they enter
their order, deacons should take the Serve Congregation upon being
ordained and take the vow of celibacy upon attaining priesthood.
Exceptions may exist.

In order to emphasize good roleplaying, we recommend that the
Gamemaster limits the total POW a character can invest in vows to his or
her Piety skill divided by five.

The Vow of Serve Congregation represents the fact that a clergyman
is in charge of a flock. In religious terms this should be a burden rather
than an honour, although the converse is usually true. Nevertheless,
taking this responsibility upon oneself is considered a Vow in game
terms. Deacons and Priests acquire this responsibility immediately, as
their position is that of spiritual leaders of the laymen, while friars and
knight-friars only take this Vow when they are put in charge of an abbey
or convent, or a fortress in the case of Templars. The POW that this Vow
generates is better evaluated calculating the number of “souls” in the
clergyman’s flock, but for the sake of simplicity it can also be tied to the
character's ecclesiastical rank. The following table gives the appropriate
POW values for both calculation methods.

CONGREGATION SIZE RANK POW

01-99 Deacon, Templar

Commander

2

100-999 Abbot,

Templar Grand Master

3

1000-9999 Priest 4

10000-99999 Bishop 5

100000-999999 Archbishop 6

1 million+ Pope 7

Ecclesiastical Ranks
RuneQuest Guilds, Cults and Factions divides the worshippers

among different ranks that give different benefits in term of Blessing
renewal. Merrie England adopts the same approach, but since the number
and names of these ranks were much more than those used in
RuneQuest, the following table is necessary to understand the
equivalence of ranks and the effects of belonging to a given rank in game
terms. Note that the table includes also a quick way to evaluate the
number of Blessings available at each rank without using Vows, although
we recommend that you use Vows in your games to enhance your
players' roleplaying experience.

The Bless Skill
The Bless skill represents the knowledge and procedure of invoking

Blessings. Whenever a Blessing is used, a roll must be made against the
Bless skill. Failing the roll merely means that the Blessing cannot be used
at that time, but can be attempted again at a later date. Succeeding allows
the Blessing to take effect. 

As with RuneQuest Divine Magic, once a Blessing has been used, it
briefly vanishes until the clergyman can pray for it again. In some cases
this requires returning to a sanctified shrine or church. But higher-ranking
priests are often so holy that they can regain blessings wherever they are.

Like Piety, Bless is an Advanced skill. It starts at a base value of

VOW NAME

Chastity, Poverty,

Obedience

Celibacy

Ritual fasting

Pilgrimage

Pilgrimage to

Holy Land

The Hajj

Crusade or Jihad

Tend to the Sick

Serve

congregation

POW

3

1

1

1

4

3

3

1

varies

TAKEN BY

Friar, Monk, 
Templar

Priest

All

All

All

Muslim

All

Friar, Templar

Friar, Monk,

Deacon, Priest,
Templar, Bishop

EXPLANATION

The standard vows for friars and

nuns, they are taken all together

and may include more restrictions

prescribed by the Rule of one's

Order.

Forbids marriage, not casual sex

(which is nevertheless regarded as

fornication). A friar who becomes

also a priest cannot take this vow.

Should be practised at least once

per week, and have some

influence on the character (limit

Resilience, increase fatigue, etc.)

See the appropriate chapter. Some

pilgrimages take several months

and touch several locations and so

may provide more than 1 POW.

Visiting the Holy Sepulchre. Cannot

be performed while on a Crusade.

Pilgrimage to Mecca is one of the

fundamental duties of Muslims

Declaring a Crusade against the

Infidels (not necessarily Muslims)

or promising to fight in it.

Treat the wounded and sick, no

matter who they are or what their

ailments are

See the secondary table below.
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�emonology is the belief in demons or the study if demons
or of beliefs about demons. Those who practice
Demonology are called Demonologists. In Merrie England,

Demonologists are considered evil and often hide away in the
countryside, within strong castles or behind the walls of monasteries.
Many different types of people may have some powers over demons,
but only the Demonologist is a specialist in dealing with demons. The
Demonologist profession is described in the Characters Chapter 2. 

Demonologists learn spells to control and interact with demons
and have special Legendary Abilities that allow them to interact with
demons. 

Demons 

There are many types of demons. Some are the remnants of older
religions, almost forgotten but still contactable by powerful
demonologists. Some are the servants of evil deities, able to be
summoned to wreak havoc on the world. Others are powerful evil beings,
trying to impose their will on the world and open the gates to Hell. Many
Christian Clerics call any pagan deity, demigod or spirit a demon, but this
is not strictly true.

Some Demonologists can summon angels as well as demons. In
essence, angels are the opposite of demons, but angels in one religion are
the demons of another. 

Many demonologists are not worshippers of demons but instead
worship the demon's enemy cults. These Demonologists study demons so
they can dismiss them or recognise the signs of demonic cults. However,
such demonologists can become seduced by the demons they study and
can be turned into worshippers of demons. 

Demons and Angels in Merrie England normally belong to the
Jewish/Christian/Islamic tradition. Islamic magicians can also summon
Djinns. Conjurers can summon up spirits and some magicians may
summon the servants of the Old Gods. Most Demonologists will only
summon minor demons as the Demon Lords and Nobles of Hell are too
powerful to trifle with, but there are a very few who believe they are
powerful enough to summon even those to do their bidding. 

New Skills 

Demonologists learn the Lore (Demonology) Advanced Skill that allows

them to know about all kinds of demons and demonic powers. 

Lore (Demonology)
This is an Advanced Skill covering the general study of, classification of

and knowledge of demons of all types. Success in this skill identifies a

demon and its properties. A critical identifies any secret powers of the

demon or even tells the Demonologist the Demon's True Name. 

New Sorcery Spells 

Demonologists may learn sorcery spells to summon, command and dismiss

demons. 

Summon (Demon)
Casting Time special10

This description covers an entire group of spells, each one relating to the

summoning of a different type of cDemon. So, Summon Baalzebub and

Summon Dybbuk are two different spells. A summoning is a ritual event that

involves the preparation of a room or special place. The Summoner typically

inscribes magical symbols on the ground or prepares the room in order to

contain and weaken the summoned being. The actual summoning requires

the use of meditation, incense and incantations to open a gateway to the

Heavenly, Infernal or magical realms. Each creature to be summoned has

its own requirements for it to be summoned. Normally, this involves some

kind of sacrifice, whether that of a living creature, a person of some kind, a
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In any case, anyone leaving fair Elf Land finds that they have
been away for a set number of years, sometimes 7, sometimes 40 and
sometimes longer. In that time, the person will not have aged a single
day. 

Men who have been enslaved by elven women may find that
they have to be a husband or lover to the beautiful fairy, which can be
a pleasant task or an onerous one. Women kidnapped by the fairies
find they act as servants or wives, often to an ugly fairy. Sometimes,
making love to an ugly fairy man or woman causes them to become
fair, sometimes the reverse happens and a handsome man or
beautiful woman is revealed to be a loathsome monster.

Fairy Features

Many of the inhabitants of Elf Land have special features that are
part of their Fairy nature. They can no more change these as change
how tall they are. Generally, every Fairy Folk has 1D3 Fairy Features.

Each feature can be a Fear, a Love or an Ability. Fears are things
that the Fairy dreads and simply being exposed to this immediately
demoralises the creature and makes him run away if he fails his
Persistence roll. Loves are things the Fairy loves with a passion, this
love can cause the Fairy to act irrationally, perhaps against his normal
nature, putting himself in danger or taking great risks to satisfy his
desire. Abilities are special abilities that the Fairy has, these abilities
may be helpful or harmful. Generally these abilities cannot be
resisted by mortals except by the use of blessings, relics or avoiding
them by use of trickery.  For example, the ability of Fearsome Aura
will cause all to flee in terror – but a clever man might use a mirror to
reflect the fairy’s image and thus turn his own power against himself.

A Fairy must roll 1D3 to see which category the Fairy feature
falls into - 1 = Fear, 2 = Love, 3 = Ability.

Encounters with Fair Elf Land

• To cross a bridge you must wrestle a giant who is really a friendly 

shape-changed pixie

• When travelling under a full moon you accidentally take a fairy 

road and discover a year has passed in your absence

• Journey to Elf Land to rescue your liege lord’s son, kidnapped by 

goblins

• Aid the elfs to defeat a fearsome dragon, which can only be 

overcome by Christian Blessings

• Free a beautiful maiden imprisoned in an Elf tower, only to watch 

in horror when she ages to a feeble hag on return to the mortal

world

• Joust with a fairy knight and win a bag of gold, whose contents 

after nightfall turn into sunflower seeds

Inhabitants of Elf Land
There are many different inhabitants of Elf Land, some fair and

some foul, some kind and some nasty, some good and some evil. As
well as the following fey folk, Elf Land is also inhabited by strange
creatures and terrifying monsters, usually in the form of dragons,
demonic black hounds, ethereal apparitions, water horses, trolls and
giants. 

Elfs

Elfs are the normal inhabitants of Fair Elf Land. Use the
characteristics for Elfs given in RuneQuest but give them CHA
3D6+6 rather than 3D6, to reflect the beauty and charisma of these
creatures.

Foundlings

Elfs often find human children incredibly attractive, for reasons
of their own, and will take a human child, substituting an elf child in
return. The elf child will grow up with the appearance of the human
child, but will have a magical nature. Such children are called
Foundlings and have the same characteristics as Ogres from
RuneQuest Monsters, but do not have sharp teeth, a chaos taint or
chaos features. Foundlings do, however, have Fairy Features and can
be confused about why they like or fear certain things.

Goblin

Ugly little humanoid creatures, goblins are typical malevolent
inhabitants of Elf Land. Goblins are generally hostile to mankind, for
reasons that have long been lost in the mists of time. They are cruel
and will prefer to torture and torment captives than kill them quickly.
Use the characteristics and description for Goblins in RuneQuest
Monsters.

Pixie

Playful little sprites, Pixies are the archetypical fairies of Elf
Land. Use the characteristics and description for Pixies from
RuneQuest Monsters, except that Pixies in Elf Land are not connected

to plants. Pixies are playful and
enjoy playing jokes and pranks
on people, ranging from
leading them astray to shooting
at them from their hiding
places. Pixies are seldom
malicious, but when they are
they can be quite dangerous.

Redcap

Barrow Wights, Redcaps
live in the Old Places, normally
within the Barrows of the
Ancient Dead. They are
generally not created by
sorcerers, but spontaneously
come into existence following a
burial and serve to guard the
barrow from treasure hunters,
grave robbers or those who
would cross into Elf Land. Use
the Redcaps as described in
RuneQuest Monsters 2.

F a i r  E l f  L a n d

D10 Loves

1 Bells

2 Flowers

3 Wine

4 Beer

5 Children

6 Old Places

7 Inflicting Pain

8 Laughing

9 Dancing

10 Music

D10 Fears

1 Laughter

2 Church Bells

3 Tears

4 Maidens

5 Dogs

6 Iron

7 Running Water

8 Loud Noises

9 Fire

10 Horse Shoes

D10 Abilities

1 Shapechange (Self)

2 Shapechange (Other)

3 Gift of the Gab

4 Instil Paralysis

5 Turn Invisible

6 Cause Sleepiness

7 Irresistible Command

8 Fearsome Aura

9 Inflict Ailment

10 Minor Elemental Control


